
   
  

   

Meeting locations are generally accessible to persons with disabilities. To request interpreters for hearing impaired or other 

accommodations for persons with disabilities, please contact the ADA Coordinator at (541) 774-2074 or 

ada@cityofmedford.org at least three business days prior to the meeting to ensure availability. For TTY, dial 711 or  

(800) 735-1232. 

 
April 28, 2021      

12:30pm   

Virtual Meeting via ZOOM, Medford, OR 
 

 
Call to Order: 12:32pm 

 
10.  Roll Call 
  

Commissioners Present: 

 

Al Densmore, Chair 

Dennie Conrad 

Mickey Harvey 

Kim Parducci 

Jared Pulver 

Peggy Penland 

Suzanne Schroeder 

Paige West 

 

Commissioners Absent: 

 

None 

 

Guests Present: 

 

Thomas Guevara, Jr., ODOT  

 

Staff Present: 

 

Kelly Madding, Deputy City Managers & Interim Public Works Director 

Karl MacNair, Public Works 

Debra Royal, Public Works 

Liz Connor, Planning 

 

Council Liaison Present: 

 

Sarah Spansail, Councilmember 

 

20. Approval of Minutes from March 24, 2021 
 

TRANSPORTATION 
COMMISSION MINUTES 
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There being no additions or corrections, the Minutes of March 24, 2021 were approved as 

presented by unanimous consent. 

 

30. Oral Requests and Communications 
 

None. 

 

40. Action Items  
 

None. 

 
50. Discussion Items  
 
 50.1 Exit 27 Interchange Area Management Plan (IAMP) by Thomas Guevara 

 

Mr. Thomas Guevara, ODOT Agency Project Manager for the I-5 Exit 27 Solution Project provided an 

overview of the IAMP.  

 

The purpose of the project is to address Exit 27 capacity issues that are limiting future development 

in the South Medford area. Ten years ago, development of the interchange was undertaken, but 

subsequent traffic analysis discovered forecasting for the interchange was not adequate. Over the 

past 18 months, ODOT and City staff conducted a study to determine why the usage of the 

interchange grew faster than forecasted and to find solutions.  

 

The study looked at peak volumes at the interchange and surrounding areas. The study found there 

is great demand at the interchange coming from the north during both the peak commute times. 

Also during the morning commute time, there is great demand coming from the south.    

 

Chair Densmore asked if the actual number of vehicles passing through the interchange was known. 

Mr. Guevara did not have actual numbers. Chair Densmore believes it would be helpful to know 

how much pressure is coming from each direction and the percentages do not provide that 

information. Mr. Guevara will provided that data at a later time, however, what is known is that in 

addition to commuters, a lot of local travelers use the interchange at the daily peak commute times.  

 

Mr. Guevara discussed unique things the study uncovered that are causing congestion at the 

interchange:  

 

1. The “triangle” between Barnett and Rt. 99, Garfield and Rt. 99, and Barnett and Garfield, is a 

small geographic area with a significant amount of high-density commercial development.  

2. I-5 traffic entering the congested local roadway system creates queues on ramps that cannot be 

cleared as there is not adequate gaps in the traffic flow. Traffic then backs up onto I-5. 

3. Signalized intersections are very close to each other including the interchange signal. 
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4. The Highland/Garfield intersection is a major bottleneck that backs up and block ramps, thereby 

making it difficult for vehicles to make a left turn off the interchange. 

 

Potential Solution: Barnett/Garfield traffic clearing would improve the down flow at the interchange 

ramps.  

 

Mr. MacNair clarified that the volumes Mr. Guevara is discussing are future volumes. Mr. MacNair 

also clarified that the analysis was on the existing configuration at Barnett/Highland with one right 

turn lane. This does not account for the planned Tier 1 project of adding a second right turn lane. 

Mr. Guevara will confirm with TPAU that the model analysis included all Tier 1 projects.  

 

Ms. Madding asked if this presentation is addressing out to the year 2042. Mr. Guevara confirmed 

it was, but that it does not account for bringing in future urban growth areas and it does not account 

for any future plan amendments or zone changes that would intensify the land uses in the area. Ms. 

Madding asked if this includes the current UGB or if it includes the urban reserve areas. Mr. Guevara 

explained that it only involves the MD area that is currently part of the UGB. It does not include 

urban reserves that may be included in the future. 

 

Mr. Guevara explained why the problem at the interchange is occurring:  

 

1. Large population that works and shops in South Medford. 

2. There is not a lot of separation in the roadways. 

3. There is a lot of activity in a small area.  

4. Only three roadways access this area.  

5. There is a lot of intense urban development. 

6. Demand on the facilities exceeds the capacity.  

7. Adding the Exit 27 volumes makes the local facilities worse.   

8. I-5 handles a significant portion of the local traffic from North Medford to South Medford.  

9. The model did not show that Phoenix Road diverts enough traffic off of I-5 to be of benefit.  

 

Potential Solution:  A parallel major arterial to I-5 on the east side of I-5 for local traffic. Possibly 

extended Biddle Road. Building another north/south parallel to I-5 on the east side of I-5 is not 

feasible or practical, so this limits the ability to redistribute traffic. 

 

There are two options:  

 

1. Make the facility wider to increase the capacity so more traffic can pass through more efficiently. 

2. Provide other transportation routes to redistribute traffic so no one facility has a demand that 

exceeds its capacity.  
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 Findings: There is no opportunity to redistribute future traffic as expected, and there is only so much 

that can be done to the existing facilities to increase capacity.  

 

If new development in South Medford remains consistent with the assumptions in the model, it is 

accounted for as background traffic. The model assumes future development will be commercial. 

Zone changes are not accounted for in the forecast, so it may or may not create more demand on 

these facilities. Coupled with a hotel, The Manor, and Centennial Golf, all these factors are adding 

more traffic demand. Mr. Guevara will double check if the zone change of Center Drive was 

accounted for in the forecast. 

 

The urban reserve areas that are not in the UGB are not accounted for. When they are brought into 

the UGB, a significant issue is created by adding more demand on a facility that cannot handle what 

is already planned for. This is not uncommon along the I-5 corridor throughout the state. For the 

next 20 years, I-5 will remain the quickest route to get from north to south in Medford. Eventually, 

however, it will become congested similar to Portland, Salem, etc., resulting in rerouting local traffic 

to the local system.  

 

Potential solutions:  

 

1. An amendment to the Management Plan and City’s TSP.  

2. Make Exit 27 ramp improvement to add more capacity for left turning vehicles.  

3. Make the off ramp wider. 

4. Enhance the function of the crossroads – Garfield, Barnett, and Rt. 99.  

5. Synchronize signals, add turn lanes, increasing green time.  

6. Transportation System Management.  

7. If facilities can’t be widened and roadways can’t be added, another option is to reduce the 

number of vehicles. This model assumes one car/one person. Encourage biking, carpooling.  

 

Commissioner Schroder agreed with alternatives to single occupancy vehicles and discussed that 

separation from motorized vehicles for cyclists and pedestrians should be incorporated into plans. 

Mr. Guevara agreed and shared the best solution is a separated, two-way, multi-use pathway.  

 

Chair Densmore asked if there were any firm recommendations at this time. Mr. Guevara said that 

the Traffic Analysis Unit of ODOT will be developing recommendations at their next meeting. The 

discussion will start with what is realistic, supporting measures such as TDM TSM, and if there is a 

commitment from the City to adopt ordinances and enforce changes. Once all options are 

exhausted, all practical remedies are determined, and what everyone is willing to support is 

identified, that will give the planners an idea of how many hours a day the facility will be over 

capacity. If, for instance, Medford is facing maximum capacity for 6 hours a day, that will be the new 

target. In the future with all these measures in place and the interchange is still over capacity, how 

many hours a day of congestion will the City be willing to live with at the interchange?  
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Commissioner Harvey asked to confirm his understanding that the problem can’t be fixed only 

mitigated? And regardless of what is done, there is a 20-year window before Medford becomes 

Eugene or Portland?  Mr. Guevara said that was correct. 

 

Chair Densmore commented that effective communication with citizens is the key to influencing 

individual choices that will create a more positive impact on the overall situation. Mr. Guevara 

agreed that education is important. 

 

As a member of the Technical Advisory Committee, Commissioner West shared they are also looking 

at alternative solutions. She discussed the limits of the modeling capability of the tools ODOT uses 

for forecasting. She discussed that many of the small measures of system management and 

demand management will not be reflected as obviously as would be desired in the outputs of the 

tools. It’s an assumption that anything done to reduce the demand in the area or to alleviate and 

rebalance the demand is going to better the problem. She warned the Commissioners not to expect 

a quantitative report that will provide a clear equation for solving the problem. Those tools don’t 

exist. However, through best practices and case studies things that do work can be identified. 

Commissioner West encouraged the other Commissioners to support the efforts to find solutions 

and pursue them, but there isn’t going to be an all-inclusive mathematical report that identifies 

specific actions that need to be taken to achieve the desired results. 

 

Commissioner Pulver commented that the lands included in the first round of UGB expansion 

analysis all had a generic zoning attached to them. His expectation is that the reserve areas were 

not taken into consideration. The Commission needs to understand what was and wasn’t included. 

Mr. MacNair clarified that everything that has been brought into the UGB has been included. The 

expected growth in traffic from that has been included in the model.  Anything that is a future urban 

reserve area is not included.  

 

Mr. MacNair told the Commission that once a report is drafted, the topic will be brought back to the 

Commission. Mr. Guevara will bring back the draft plan with potential solutions.   

 

 50.2 Medford Community Vision 2040  

 

Commissioner Conrad provided an update on the Medford Community Vision 2040 project.  

 

Those facilitating this project are: Eric Jensen, Daniel Bunn, the Mayor, the City Manager, and 20 

others. The goal is to develop strategies and plans for Citizens and the Council to review for 

developing a plan for Medford’s future. 

 

The Vision Statement includes a number of sub-visions including several that have to do with 

transportation: Regional Hub; Interstate Highway System; Rail Access; International Commercial Air 

Service.  
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Chair Densmore added that there is a significant emphasis on affordable housing and education in 

the plan. He also said that the task is beyond producing a Vision Statement, but to also develop 

specific strategies and implementable plans with sponsors to ensure Medford arrives at 2040 with 

things having been accomplished.  

 

Commissioner Conrad said the effort has become strategic planning with tactical work to be done 

along the way. Additional subject matters included are: Connecting Community; Fostering Safety & 

Wellness; and Promoting Recreation Opportunity. Chair Densmore and Commissioner Conrad 

invited the Commissioners to send them emails or go to the website, Medford2040, and weigh-in 

with ideas or insights.  

 

 50.3 Federal Transportation Efforts 

 

Mr. MacNair provided an update on US House earmark opportunities. The City’s federal lobbyist 

submitted requests for $3M for the South Stage Overcrossing and $4.8M for Table Rock Road 

improvements. 

 

This week, the US Senate announced it will also be looking at earmarks. The City lobbyist will submit 

the same items to the Senate. 

 

At the state level, the City requested state bonds for $1M towards sidewalk infill. Already obtained 

are $1M for the Liberty Park neighborhood and $1M for use in other parts of the City.  

 

Two projects related to the Larson Creek Bicycle Path were submitted to the State Advisory 

Committee on Bicycling for forwarding to the Oregon Transportation Commission as grant projects. 

The first was a planning project east of Murphy Road and the second was the rebuild of a section of 

the path between Black Oak Road and Murphy Road. The Advisory Committee, chose the second 

project and passed it on to the Oregon Transportation Commission for grant consideration.  

 

60. Commissioner Remarks and Committee Reports 
 
Commissioner Harvey thanked Public Works Jeff Farschon and Deb Royal for promptly cleaning 

graffiti from the sidewalk on Riverside Drive near the public library.   

 

Commissioner West shared that May is Bike Riders Month and RVTD will be holding events in 

coordination with other cities and organizations. The Newsletter has the full calendar.  

 

Commissioner Schroeder shared that at BPAC’s last meeting, a presentation was made regarding 

plans to make Rt. 99 more cyclist-friendly by changing to a seven-foot bikeway and adding 

sidewalks. The Parks Department has added ADA parking.  
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Commissioner Harvey shared that ADA path and parking were added to Prescott Park. 

 

Chair Densmore shared that last week was the 50th Anniversary of Oregon’s Bicycle-Pedestrian Bill. 

As a community, Chair Densmore suggested a reexamination of the Don Stathos Bikeway should 

be undertaken to investigate what can be done to connect Medford and Jacksonville and to make it 

a safer experience for users. This might possibly be a good addition to the Community Vision 2040.  
 
70.   Staff Reports 
 

Ms. Connor shared that the Planning Department was awarded an AARP Community Challenge 

Grant. The funds will be used for the Liberty Park Neighborhood Plan. BPAC is working on updating 

the Wayfinding Plan and awarded this work to a group out of Westchester, PA.  
 

Mr. MacNair shared that the 60% Plans for the Foothill Road Project are being printed today and 

that Phase I of the Springbrook Road project is being paved this week. 

 

80. Agenda Build 
 
 80.1 Transportation Funding Advisory Committee Update / Next Steps 

  

 80.2  2040 Community Vision Plan  

 

 80.3 Plans for Funding South Stage Project  

 

90.    Adjournment – 2:01pm 
 
Next Meeting – May 26, 2021 
 
Respectfully submitted, 

 

Debra Royal 

Public Works Engineering 


